
Since this is an international congress on the

music of Mozart, I cannot resist beginning by

considering a piece of music by Haydn instead;

see Example 1.

My choice to begin a paper on Mozart with an

extract from the ‘Joke’ quartet by Haydn is not

actually a joke, but has a serious intention – one

inspired by an unspoken implication of the title

of this talk, ‘How much music theory can music

history bear?’ That unspoken, a priori assump-

tion is that we have here two categories, the first

‘Music Theory’, the other ‘Music History’, which

are different, and perhaps even mutually exclu-

sive things existing in some kind of tension with

each other, each potentially undermining the

claims of the other whenever it invades the

other’s space. In the course of this paper I want

to examine the extent to which these two appar-

ently different and separate categories do indeed

exist in a state of separation, or whether instead

we ought to regard them (and their claims) as

being somehow interdependent.

Let’s move on now to a piece of music by

Mozart, in the same genre (string quartet) and

again taken from the very opening of the piece,

this time the G-major Quartet, K. 387, dedicat-

ed to Haydn; see Example 2.

In an article for Studi Musicali published in
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Example 1

Haydn, String Quartet Op. 33 no. 2 in E flat ‘The Joke’, opening.
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Viola

Violino II

Violino I

Allegro vivace assai

Example 2

Mozart, String Quartet K. 387 in G major, opening.
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2000,2 I examined some of the claims that

might be made for influence of Haydn’s quar-

tets on those of Mozart, in the course of which

I compared these two extracts. On that occa-

sion I was interested in the ways in which their

respective opening melodic phrases spanned

an octave and divided that octave space. I made

a case for Mozart’s opening being a deliberate

and complementary attempt to divide the

octave space as inspired by Haydn’s manoeu-

vres at the opening of the ‘Joke’ quartet, and to

which Mozart’s opening of K. 387 might be

construed as a deliberate creative reinterpreta-

tion. I want now to approach these two open-

ings in a slightly different and overtly theoreti-

cal way. I’ll do that by comparing two

Schenker-inspired graphs of these phrases; see

Example 3.

What these graphs show is that, whereas

Haydn’s opening phrase may be represented

analytically as a 
^
5-

^
1 scale-step descent (sug-

gesting neat closure within itself), Mozart’s

cannot: it is a  
^
5-

^
3 scale-step descent, suggestive

of an ‘open’ ending, not firmly stressing the

tonic, but requiring continuation in the fol-

lowing phrase to achieve closure. One might

argue that here we have analytical confirma-

tion of a point I made in my previous article,

which was to do with ways in which influence

works (namely that Mozart was so fixated by

Haydn’s opening phrase that he was moved –

compelled, even – to make a creative response

to it, not a straightforward copy but something

that radically reinterpreted its terms). A partic-

ular analytical model thus permits us to claim

that Haydn’s opening phrase and that of

Mozart are connected on a theoretical level, in

that both of them may be represented graphi-

cally as descents from scale-step 
^
5. Although

they each traverse their musical space differ-

ently (
^
5-

^
1 and 

^
5-

^
3), they each belong to the

same genus of scale-descent (from 
^
5). That is

to say, they have a connection in the realm of

theoretical (in this case graphical) representa-
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Theory, Re-thinking Mozart, held at the Royal Conservatoire, Brussels, 24-25 February 2006. The title was

suggested by the congress organising committee.

2 John Irving, ‘Revisiting Mozart’s “Haydn” Quartets’, in: Studi Musicali 29 (2000), pp. 185-214.
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Example 3 

Schenker graphs of the openings of Haydn’s Op. 33 no. 2 and Mozart’s K. 387.
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tion. My reflection on this – coming from the

perspective of a music historian, rather than an

analyst – is that the theoretical connection I

am attempting to establish here depends

strongly on the representational effect of

Schenker’s graphical notation. Looking at their

musical surfaces, the two melodies are quite

different: relatively-speaking, Haydn’s is in low

register, and proceeds in a quite fragmentary

way, while Mozart’s is in high register and is

characterised by lyrical continuity. Yet, in their

extension of Schenkerian scale-descents, they

seem to belong together as different species of

the same genre, tokens of the same type, differ-

ent convenient vehicles for the demonstration

of a particular theoretical/analytical method-

ology. In theoretical terms, the two openings

seem to be divorced from a concept of time,

since, as we may think, theory is itself abstract-

ed from time.

But, of course, things are not quite so simple,

since the particular theoretical methodology

that gives rise to the possibility of a connection

between these two opening quartet phrases is

itself the product of a particular time at which

this kind of paradigm for analytical under-

standing and representation came to the fore.

That is, it is a particular expression of the

human need to understand and to represent

knowledge – and that is a historical act, a par-

ticular marker on the path along which ration-

al thought developed in the West. Like all

human activities, this theoretical/analytical one

has a particular historical positioning. It exists,

like any other act of musical perception, in a

relationship to a work of music. Its relationship

may be different from that of a music critic, a

music historian, a performer, a listener, or a

composer, consciously or otherwise being

influenced by that particular perception. But

like all those others, analysis has an identity that

is founded on a relationship; like all those oth-

ers, it is an act of reception. Seen in a broad

context, like all those others, it is part of the

reception history of the work. So it is not so

easy to claim that theory is different from his-

tory because it is a different kind of thing –

after all, its claims may be different, and it may

have a different function, but it is definitely his-

torically situated. And just like any other

expression of an encounter with a work of

music, theory is historical in the sense that it

carries with it a trace of a particular set of cul-

tural claims about musical understanding. It

betrays, as it were, a sign of its times. By this, I

mean that whereas theory might seem to stand

outside of a chronological dimension, perform-

ing the theoretical/analytical act in itself – that

is, actually doing theory, applying a theory of a

particular kind to a specific object on a specific

occasion – is very much a historical act, loaded

with the cultural baggage of its time – in this

particular case, a tendency to view tonal music

as having the capacity to exhibit a systematic

quality whereby whatever the detailed melodic

and rhythmic configuration of the musical sur-

face, it is reducible to one or other of a small

number of possible regulative patterns of voice-

leading. Like some other twentieth-century

theoretical/analytical models, it is easy to attach

value-judgements to such a claim: one might

sense that the claim of early Schenkerians was

that good tonal music – principally, that from

Bach to Brahms, and also including Chopin as

an honorary German/Central European genius

as authorised by Schumann – was that which

exhibited that systematic quality (and the proof

of that value was its representation in these

voice-leading graphs). Whether that project

was a reaction to the emergence of atonality

and alternative tonalities in the early twentieth

century is arguable. My point here is that

Schenkerian methodology expresses a particu-

lar kind of behaviour; it arises in a particular

historical context in which, whether in the

realm of politics, physics, ethics, religion, phi-

losophy (including the philosophy of self and

of the very possibility of individual meaning in

a social context), everything was fluid rather

than fixed and there was all of a sudden a void

to be filled by recourse to a demonstrable sys-

tematics.

The writing of music history is likewise a par-

ticular kind of behaviour, and it too may carry

with it a sign of its times. It might, for example,

be nationalistic. In the first half of the twen-
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tieth century, Théodore de Wyzewa and

Georges de Saint-Foix published a multi-vol-

ume account of Mozart,3 in which a strong

claim was made for seeing the Paris-based

Silesian composer, Johann Schobert, as a kind

of musical ‘father-figure’ for Mozart (who, as a

young boy, had encountered Schobert in Paris

during the 1760s). Schobert emerges in their

account as a crucial influence on Mozart at an

early stage in his musical development. While

Schobert was not naturally a French composer,

the implication of Wyzewa and Saint-Foix’s

claim is that Mozart’s genius was sparked by an

early encounter with an honorary French com-

poser, and it is hard to resist the implication

that Mozart turned out the way he did just

because of these explicitly Parisian encounters

in the 1760s. Seen in the context of the French-

German antagonism in the first half of the

twentieth century, it is difficult to avoid the

conclusion that Wyzewa and Saint-Foix were

pursuing a thinly-disguised nationalist agenda

in their French-language study of Mozart that

ran parallel to (and was perhaps intended to

challenge) earlier accounts that portrayed him

in specifically Germanic terms.

Their claim seems quite preposterous now, in

part because it is founded on no theoretical

basis other than comparisons of the most gen-

eralised technical kinds, involving features of

melodic, harmonic, and tonal process that

could be found in just about any sonata of the

third quarter of the eighteenth century, and

not specifically those composed or published

in Paris in the 1760s. Wyzewa and Saint-Foix

invoke no particular criteria of assessment for

their claim that Schobert influenced Mozart;

there is no testable, scientific benchmark

against which that claim could be judged.

Nowadays, of course, if we wanted to establish

a case for influence, we would invoke far more

closely-defined criteria of influence, quite pos-

sibly those categorised so memorably by the

literary critic Harold Bloom in his book,

The Anxiety of Influence (1973) – which was the

initial starting-point, in fact, for my earlier

treatment of the opening phrases of Haydn’s

‘Joke’ quartet and Mozart’s G-major, men-

tioned earlier. And yet, of course, our desire to

portray influence in such a way as to be under-

pinned by Bloom’s categories is itself a case of a

particular kind of critical behaviour, namely

the behaviour of a ‘new musicologist’, keen to

position his or her writing as a contemporary

cultural act in which musicology appears as a

mainstream cultural discourse that can happily

borrow its terms from literary criticism and

appeal to an audience on principles that overt-

ly avoid formalism (and, given that such posi-

tioning stems typically from the Anglo-

American rather than continental European

tradition of musicology, might it – uncon-

sciously, we hope – itself be a faint resonance of

the kind of nationalistic behaviour to which I

referred in the case of Wyzewa and Saint-Foix a

few moments ago?). Anyway, such a musicology

displays its predilection for interdisciplinarity

and a belief in methodology that spans differ-

ent disciplines, rather than being limited to any

one of them. And in that sense, it seems rather

similar to the behaviour of an analytical theo-

rist in that, like the theorist, the musicologist’s

performance of an act of historical musicology

is one that invests heavily in methodology, and

all of a sudden the music – in this case Mozart’s

music – is situated as a vehicle for the pursuit of

a particular methodology. Is that so very differ-

ent from the situation of theory: for instance,

the graphical analysis with which I began this

paper in which pieces of music are brought –

one might even say forced – into a relationship

with each other that exists not in any demon-

strated historical sense, but as representations

of a particular theoretical methodology?

So far, I may have given the impression that I’m

regarding history and theory as two similar,

not two different things. That is not my inten-

tion: the two are quite clearly different things,

though they merge within the arena of recep-

tion. Let’s now turn to a consideration of the
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title of this talk from a slightly different per-

spective. ‘How much music theory can music

history bear before it breaks down and ceases to

be music history at all?’ How far can one push

the boundaries of music history (when one

allows music theory to invade its space) before

it is no longer recognisable as music history?

For instance, if one represents the opening of

Mozart’s F-major Piano Sonata, K. 332

(Example 4) as a narrative sequence of con-

trasting topics – minuet, learned style, hunt,

minuet once more, and Sturm und Drang –

does that eliminate a historical perspective

altogether? 

At first sight, topic theory might seem to be an

abstraction, rather like Schenkerian theory, in

that it exists in a relationship to the notated

text of a piece which it represents according to

a predetermined theoretical scheme. But this

theory – topics – is unlike the graphic repre-

sentations of Schenkerian theory in at least

one important sense. Schenkerian theory

attempts to represent graphically the analyst’s

interpretation of how a composer operates

within a predefined system of tonal hierar-

chies. Topic theory, by contrast, maps the

music onto an external frame of reference, one

that was socially located and understood, for

instance the dance. If we are to understand the

opening of Mozart’s F-major Sonata as being a

kind of minuet, then that is to relate it to a

particular social activity of its time, namely to

link it to a historical point of reference. There

is nothing about an understanding of this

opening as an illustration of topic theory that

removes it from a social context. Clearly,

music history can bear that amount of music

theory.
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Mozart, Piano Sonata in F major K. 332, opening.
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Let’s now look at the F-major sonata rather dif-

ferently. The first printed edition (published by

Artaria in Vienna as Trois Sonates… Op. VI in

1784) carries a rather different text of the slow

movement (Adagio) from that of the auto-

graph score. The print contains a number of

written-out embellishments of the melodic

line that are not present in the autograph, and

there is rather more in the way of subtle artic-

ulation marks in the print. Explanations for

this of a historical kind (namely, those ground-

ed in a social context for this music) might

include the extent to which the sonata as a

genre was changing in the last quarter of the

eighteenth century from a domestic and some-

times overtly pedagogical piece, to one that

was suited to representation in a public setting

(for instance, a semi-public concert such as the

salons that frequently occurred in the homes of

the Viennese upper classes, and which Mozart

sometimes frequented – those of Countess

Thun, for instance); or they might focus on the

emerging tendency towards a greater degree of

difficulty, aimed more at a professional player

than an amateur. Another purely historical

account might focus on the rise in popularity

of the fortepiano as an instrument in 1780s

Vienna, a market that the commercially sensi-

tive Mozart would have been keen to tap into

by providing in his printed score a text suited

to performance on a touch-sensitive instru-

ment. According to such an overtly historical

account as that, K. 332 acquires an identity in

relation to a particular social context; that is to

say, it acquires a historical identity, and unless

one can claim that the articulations and

embellishments of the first edition so radically

adjust the inter-relationships between the

tones such that the voice-leading is altered

compared to that of the autograph (a compar-

ative deduction that might be shown by

Schenkerian graphic notation, for instance),

then this particular historical identity for 

K. 332 seems to need no theoretical dimension.

That in turn suggests yet another interpreta-

tion of the title of this paper, not so much ‘how

much music theory can music history bear?’

but ‘how much music theory (if any) does

music history need?’ The presumption of the

title seems to be that it needs some – that there

is a presumed interdependence. But my previ-

ous example seems to suggest that in some

respects, music history can get along quite

nicely without music theory at all. And the

reverse seems also to be true. For instance, in

order to distinguish between different stylistic

types such as style galant, Empfindsamkeit and

Sturm und Drang, each of which are frequent-

ly represented in music history textbooks as

being separate and chronologically separable

stages of development in the evolution of the

classical style in the eighteenth century, we

apparently need to invoke descriptive cate-

gories defined by particular technical features.

Such descriptions once again are all text-based

and have no necessary historical setting in

order to function; that is to say, they seem to be

theoretically based, needing no historical

dimension, and here, music theory, it would

seem, can bear a complete absence of music

history. Put another way, we might say that

descriptions of stylistic categories, while seem-

ing to be absolutely fundamental to the study

of music history, may, ironically, occur beyond

the ‘breaking-point’ of music history, that is, at

a stage when the intensity of music theory

within the relationship has become too much

for music history to bear. However, I would

wish to claim that, while the activity of

describing such different categories needs no

historical setting, addressing the existence of

theoretically based stylistic categories, each

describable and separate from the others,

inevitably sees us reflecting upon the contem-

porary social forces that were brought to bear

on the evolution of such styles (forces that, for

instance, led to the composer and critic Johann

Adolph Scheibe – himself a composer of style

galant keyboard sonatas – to complain about

the backward-seeming contrapuntal excesses

of J.S. Bach). The theoretically-expressed cate-

gories, lacking historical input, actually and

unavoidably carry a trace both of those con-

temporary (that is, eighteenth-century) social

forces and, depending on the precise terms in

which the categories are theoretically

expressed, of the particular preconditions that
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give rise to the theorist’s description. Those

factors may be quite numerous, and all are his-

torical: the writer may be addressing his com-

ments to an audience of amateur music-lovers;

or performers; or composers; or other theo-

rists; or the comments may appear in a lecture

– for instance, a keynote speech at an interna-

tional congress on Mozart – or in a textbook;

or in a programme note for a concert. Each of

these particular cases is different, and each has

a particular historical situation that inevitably

leaves its mark on the discourse. And in its

turn, each is itself a trace of a particular para-

digm for that discourse (the intellectual setting

for the debate), which is historically situated.

To conclude, I want to consider the role of per-

formance. Is performance history? Well, we can

certainly claim that a performance – for

instance, a performance of Mozart’s A-major

Piano Concerto, K. 488 – is part of the ‘afterlife’

of a musical composition and is therefore his-

tory. I know well that configuring the situation

in this particular way is to beg an important

question as to the nature of the Musical Work:

whether, for instance, that is something defini-

tive, of fixed dimensions, even fixed intentions,

that arose at a particular point in historical

time, and of which successive performances

are re-enactments of essentially the same thing

– each occurring on a timeline that extends

forwards into the future from the moment at

which the composer set down his pen.

Alternatively, of course, the composer may

have had no such definitive message to impart

through the Work; there are no fixed inten-

tions here, no fixed form to be replicated time

and time again in performance, but instead the

Work has a metaphysical presence (or, more

likely, multiple presences) beyond the notated

text, and indeed beyond any particular per-

formance. However, the status of the Work is

not really my focus in this paper. Nor is my

focus just any performance. What I want to

consider finally is what has become known in

recent times as ‘historically informed perform-

ance’. The first thing to say is that most self-

respecting historically informed performers

are not limiting themselves – either in per-

formance or in their preparations for it –

uniquely to the recovery of the composer’s pre-

sumed intentions in sound, but rather to the

credible parameters for that sound-world.

Careful consideration of the notated text; use

of instruments of the period or copies of such

instruments (rather than instruments invented

later and for different purposes); consultation

of appropriate treatises on musical perform-

ance; and other kinds of documentary evi-

dence – all of these are part of the process, the

behaviour of historically informed performers,

and are manifestly historical kinds of behaviour.

But there is also an inescapable contemporary

aspect to their work (as Richard Taruskin and

others have remarked),4 namely historically

informed performance is a rather modern kind

of behaviour, that is a kind of behaviour situat-

ed in the complex world of late twentieth- and

twenty-first-century cultural practice.

In order to reach the moment of performance,

a historically informed player engages in a pat-

tern of behaviour that typically involves

detailed consideration of texts of various

kinds: principally the notated text of the music

itself (an autograph manuscript, a tradition of

copies stemming from that manuscript, a first

edition, or series of impressions, playing parts

of orchestral pieces, and so on); textbooks on

contemporary techniques of singing and play-

ing, and sometimes also texts on aesthetics;

composers’ letters; critical reviews and reports;

and so on. At first glance, it seems that all these

are kinds of texts that fall into the purview of a

historical musicologist, rather than a music

theorist.5 But a moment’s further reflection

suggests that the means by which this detailed

information is perceived, understood and

applied by a historical musicologist (or histor-

ical musicologist-cum-performer) is crucially
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mediated by theoretical modes of understand-

ing that were instilled during their musical

education. The intellectual pathways through

which all this raw data actually means anything

are impossible to extract from some or other

institutionally instilled theoretical modelling.

(By ‘institution’ here, I mean not necessarily a

conservatoire or university education in music,

but any regulated process of learning, such as a

programme of formal lessons with a piano

teacher, learning musical notation from a

book, passing graded examinations, habitually

listening to a repertoire of classical music con-

ditioned by various constructions of canonici-

ty, and so on.) A final example will, I hope,

clarify the point I am striving for. If I examine

in detail Mozart’s inconsistent articulation

marks in the secondary theme from the open-

ing Allegro of his A-major Piano Concerto,

K. 488, as found in the autograph score,6 per-

haps with a view to deciding how I might per-

form it (see Example 5), then I cannot but

understand this in the following ways:

• Slurred pairs of quavers tend to involve a

dissonance against the bass line from first

quaver to second, suggesting possibly a

slight accentuation and decrescendo. I only

know this because I have a theoretically

grounded knowledge of harmony and in

particular of the relationship of certain

melodic tones to a bass line regulated by

the harmonic system that obtained in the

later eighteenth century. I am applying it in

this context to establish the presence of dis-

sonance, and therefore, consequentially,

the possibility of accentuation of a certain

kind.

• The phrase is sequential in form, and per-

haps I should – however inconsistent the

composer’s notation – assume that the

intention was that the same articulation

applies in each successive stage of the

sequence. I only recognise this possibility

because of a theoretically grounded knowl-

edge that patterns actually play a part in

the extension of melody, and are in turn

regulated to some extent by certain types of

harmonic progression and regular cadence

patterns within this style. I am applying it

in this context.

• The phrase-lengths are symmetrical, start-

ing with a balance of 2 + 2 bars, then mov-

ing on to 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 bars, suggesting a

built-in ‘accelerando’ in the mid-point of

the phrase, underpinned by a speeding up

in the rate of harmonic change in the left

hand, as the cadence is approached.

Additionally, the characteristic dotted fig-

ure is fractured somewhat in the second

half of the phrase, losing its final two

crotchets. This change in momentum is

perhaps reflected to some extent by the ten-

dency for Mozart’s notation of the articula-

tion to move from whole-bar phrase marks

to slurred pairs and half-bar phrases, and

maybe I ought to exaggerate that transition

from a relatively legato manner towards a

more fragmented phraseology as the theme

comes to its close? I only consider this pos-

sibility because I have a theoretically

grounded knowledge that directs my atten-

tion to the phraseology in the first place;

also, to the fact that one kind of melodic

composition practised in the classic period

involved motivic generation of material,

including the splitting up of themes into

component parts; also, to the integration of

motive and the speed of harmonic progres-

sion; and finally, to the potential for all this

to be indicated expressively by the subtle

shadings of accent that the composer’s

notation of phrase and articulation marks

imply. If I play it thus, I am doing so in this

context.

In making such pre-performance decisions,

the historically informed player invokes both

historical and theoretical knowledge. In order

to behave historically, he/she draws

inescapably on theory. And if performance is a

part of the history of a work, then that branch

of music history involves a necessary element

of music theory. To return to the title for a
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moment: in this context, music history can

bear however much music theory is necessary

to a satisfying mental framing of the phrase

prior to its representation in performance. The

act of performing, though, is something else. It

is really an act of writing: writing the work for

Now. And Now is also History.

(Dr. John Irving is head of the Music

Department and reader in Historical Musicology

at the University of Bristol.)
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Example 5

Different phrasings in the secondary theme of Mozart’s Piano Concerto K. 488/i.
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